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point to lick our wounds was the only sensible 
option. Our VW camper was our ‘plan B’, and this 
time I’d been glad we had one. 

Once the storm had passed, a harvest moon 
lent a soft glow to the wooded embankment behind 
the village. We decided to seize our opportunity, so 
finished our drinks, rolled our bikes out of the van 
and remounted to climb the technical tunnel of 
Holford Combe. We barely needed our nightlights 
as the moonlight flooded in through the trees to 
illuminate our path. Our night-time passage up onto 
the ridge was an altogether different experience to 
that before the storm. The air was still and fresh, and, 
besides our wheels whipping across sodden terrain, 
all else was silent. Seeing the villages below us on 
either side lit up like a runway kept us on track along 
the crest, and amid the darkness they made us feel 
almost thrust into the heavens.

Along Will’s Neck to Middle Hill then Lydeard 
Hill we made rapid progress. We were closer to the 
south-west edge of the Quantocks now, the escarp-
ment falling quickly away from Will’s Neck down the 
steep banks of Bagborough Hill. Beyond that on the 
road through Bicknoller and Flaxpool we could trace 
the movement of traffic, the iridescent glow of car 
headlights looking for all the world like a procession 
of fireflies. At this hour, though, the lines of the West 
Somerset steam railway beyond lay dormant.

The drop down over 100 metres to Gib Hill was 
unexpected, and the chill breeze on the descent 
briefly knocked the wind from us. Eager to make hay 
while the moon shone, we tackled the descent and 
our subsequent passage to the ride’s furthest point – 
Enmore – at the same pace we would have travelled 
in daylight, rocketing through the last of the woods 
and out onto slippery country lanes. We were soon 
eating into our return leg from the Vale of Taunton 
Deane  – though by now it was almost midnight. 
When at last we did tire, perhaps more due to the 

pace than the distance, it was close to the banks of 
Hawkridge Reservoir, up on Round Hill near Plains-
field. It was a beautiful view across the water’s mirror-
like surface and over the silent plains rolling out to 
the Bristol Channel, and we were so thrilled to be 
out there we soaked it all up until the small hours. 
Under a simple tarp shelter we grabbed a few hours 
shut eye and were up at the crack of dawn keen to 
press home the advantage of clear skies. 

After a breakfast of stewed apple and porridge 
we packed up and dove into Great Wood with the 
same abandon as yesterday, happy to jump from one 
combe to the next, grinding up one then barrelling 
down the next, covering twice as much distance as 
we needed to, and eventually leaving the treeline 
at Dead Woman’s Ditch. Stories abound of how in 
1789 local charcoal burner John Walford murdered 
his nagging wife here, yet maps dated from before 
the murder show this place already christened with 
its grizzly name. 

We reined in the pace so as not to frighten ponies 
grazing in the half light on the raised plains of Great 
Bear before disappearing into tight, weaving single-
track along the wooded upper banks of Dowsbor-
ough. Unsurprisingly the gulley of Holford Combe was 
familiar to us now, and as we picked our way through 
the stones for the third and final time we relished every 
centimetre of the 2km drop back to Holford.

For us it was a victory snatched from the jaws 
of defeat, an opportunity I was glad we’d grasped 
when it would have been all too easy to pack up 
and call it a night. In the end our evening out on 
the low hills of the Quantocks was little more than 
a pitstop, but when your window of opportunity 
could close at any moment, you don’t want to 
sleep your way through it. Riding both day and night 
had wrung so much more out of these diminutive 
hills than we could have hoped for. Every cloud, it 
seems, has a silver lining.
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